Comments:
There are 6 comments for this course:
Please comment briefly on specific aspects of this
instructor's teaching which in your opinion particularly
deserve praise and criticism such as assignments, grading,
testing, methods of instruction, enthusiasm, etc.:
after the first test it was required to have a consultation with him
about what you got.
Dr. Iliev presented the material in a clear an organized way and
was always prompt and willing to answer questions. He deeply
described many Calculus methods/formulas and where they
were derived from in a concise manner. My only concern is that
sometimes Dr. Iliev holds the class over for a few minutes on
rare occasion, which can make it difficult to make it to other
classes punctually.
Dr. Iliev was a good lecturer in that he was thorough over the
topics. The tests and homework include questions that are much
more complex than lecture material. He also rarely released on
time always going over by a few minutes.
He is a very detailed person. More specifically, his notes are
very detailed and he is very good at explaining the material. It is
clear that he knows what he is teaching very well.
I hope the instructor can use the class time much more
effectively.
Illiev's style of teaching and methods of solving the problems is
a lot different than what I was taught in AP Calc. At first it really
threw me off, but I ended up getting used to it.
I like Illiev. He is super helpful and is always willing to go the
extra mile to make sure that we understand the material.
100% would take him again as my teacher if I could.
Number of students in this course: 15
Number of evaluations for this course: 10

Comments:
There are 3 comments for this course:
Please comment briefly on specific aspects of this
instructor's teaching which in your opinion particularly
deserve praise and criticism such as assignments, grading,
testing, methods of instruction, enthusiasm, etc.:
Dr. Iliev ways are teaching really suprised me and i found them
extremely helpful in terms of my learning. You would work
through problems and topics in such an effective way ive never
seen before. Dr Iliev was more focused on his students
understanding the concepts and true meanings of calculus
rather than just shortcuts and getting the right answer like ive
been taught before. Really a GREAT teacher!
Outstanding enthusiasm during lectures, kept me engaged!
Comedic calculus should be the name of the course!
Wish there were more in class activities, more feedback on
written assignments, and harder examples worked out in class
The way Dr. Iliev taught the class was great. He did not just
simply tell us the rules for finding solutions and ask us to
memorize them. He guided us through deriving the solutions
and understanding where they come from and their importance.
He always looks for us to prove what we are doing and not
simply write down the answers. This helped me because it let
me find my mistakes and correct them. His method of teaching
this class is phenomenal. The assignments in the class were
helpful and useful for preparing for tests and gave the class a
way to see what they are doing right and wrong. The tests were
a good measure of the topics learned and were doable with
proper practice and studying. One thing I would like to point out
about Dr. Iliev as a point of praise is that he does not stray away
from the topics at hand and does not go off on useless tangents.
Unlike many professors he stays on topic and explains them
thoroughly. He also does not skip over topics and makes sure to
go over all topics. One point of criticism that I have was that
sometimes he was slow to grade assignments. One of the
assignments we only received the day before the test and that
was not enough time to review them before the test. With the
assignments I think Dr. Iliev should collect them 1 1/2 2 weeks
before tests so that they can be graded and returned in time to
review. Dr. Iliev was a phenomenal professor and made the
class understand what they were doing.
Number of students in this course: 10
Number of evaluations for this course: 3

